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FUSION changes…
not many since last year

 Last official release October 2017
 Better handling of LAS 1.4

 Individual tree segmentation, high-resolution intensity images, point 
metrics by segment

 Processing (lots of data has been pushed through the workflow 
tools)
 Lessons learned

 Future plans



LAS V1.4

 Technical enhancements to accommodate sensor capabilities
 Potential for much larger files…more points

 FUSION now provides support to read and write all LAS V1.4 variants
 Does not need the laszip.dll from LASTools (uses the dll if it is available)

 Does not use/read/modify waveform packet data

 Read/write of LAZ compressed files requires laszip.dll from LASTools

 Two compression modes:
 Compatibility mode: downgrades the format to V1.2 and stores V1.4-

specific fields as “extra bytes”

 Native mode: works directly with V1.4 point records



Tree segmentation tool

 TreeSeg
 Implements a watershed segmentation algorithm to identify clumps of 

vegetation
 Also includes an edge tracing algorithm to develop polygons representing 

the clump edge

 Outputs include:
 Raster map showing the clumps

 Raster map showing the height of each clump

 CSV and point shapefile with highest point in each clump along with 
attributes for the clump

 Polygon shapefile with segment outlines and attributes (overlapping 
polygons)



TreeSeg

 Input: high-resolution canopy height 
model (CHM)



TreeSeg



TreeSeg

 Point cloud is clipped using the object polygons or the raster 
“watersheds”

 Points are duplicated in overlapping polygons

 Point metrics (elevation and intensity) are computed for each 
object using CloudMetrics

 Applications (highly experimental):
 Species differentiation

 Condition

 Forest structure based on horizontal and vertical arrangement of objects



Processing

 All data in WA, OR, CA, and ID
 Standard raster products

 TreeSeg for many areas

 All processing used the AreaProcessor workflow tool
 Processing occurred in “native” projection of each acquisition

 Still trying to figure out the “best” way to organize data to support 
regional analyses



Future directions

 Working with LAS data in different projections or with different 
datums is problematic
 Tool set is sparse (few tools, don’t handle all cases)

 The “good” tools cost $$

 Intermediate FUSION outputs tend to be “fluffy” (bigger than they 
need to be)
 Are there better ways to store 200+ raster layers covering an 

acquisition?

 How much processing efficiency could be gained through the use of 
more efficient formats?

 More data…higher density, larger areas



Future directions

 Cloud storage and processing
 Probably makes sense for vendors for lidar processing or production of 

derived products to meet client needs

 Transferring big data into the cloud is not instantaneous

 If all data were consistent, things would be easier to deal with

 If you are producing one set of derived products from point clouds and 
ground models, how long is too long?

 What other capabilities are missing?
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